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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A potential source of error in the Accuracy and Coverage Evaluation coverage estimates is a
matching operation which determined whether the respondents in the population sample (P-
sample) were enumerated in the census and whether the enumerations in the enumeration sample
(E-sample) were correct.  In preparing for 2000, the Accuracy and Coverage Evaluation planners
put much effort into improving the person matching process from 1990.  Therefore, one of the
assumptions made for the Executive Steering Committee for A.C.E. Policy I analyses was that
the matching in 2000 would be more accurate than in 1990.  To evaluate this source of
nonsampling error, the Matching Error Study conducted an independent rematch in Accuracy
and Coverage Evaluation block clusters selected for the evaluation sample.

For the rematch, the matchers began from scratch (i.e., did not have access to the production
matching results) and used the same procedures as production matching.  After the rematch if the
production and the rematch matchers disagreed, another matcher reconciled the difference (the
reconciliation phase used only the analysts, the most highly trained matching personnel).  In the
reconciliation phase, the analyst looked at the production and rematch results and then decided
what the true matching result should be.

Conclusion

As discussed below, the reductions in matching error from 1990 to 2000, including the minimal
duplicate coding errors, provide evidence that the changes made from 1990 improved the quality
of the A.C.E. 2000 matching process.

Even with these improvements, matching error inflated the national production dual system
estimate (by 483,938 with a standard error of 92,877) and therefore overstated the undercount
estimate (holding all other errors constant).  However, the adjustment decision should not be
based on this evaluation in isolation from other evaluations.

Was there a reduction in matching error in the 2000 Accuracy and Coverage
Evaluation compared to the 1990 Post Enumeration Survey?

Yes, the production and Matching Error Study matching results were more consistent in
2000.  The results that support this finding are:

• Overall, the 1990 P-sample gross difference rate was 1.55 percent and the net difference
rate was 0.93 percent.  In 2000, the gross rate is 0.46 percent and the net rate is 0.41
percent.  Therefore, the 2000 gross difference and net difference rates for the P-sample
demonstrate a reduction in matching error from 1990.

• Overall, the 1990 E-sample gross difference rate was 2.32 percent and the net difference
rate was 1.07 percent.  In 2000, the gross rate is 0.62 percent and the net rate is 0.20
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percent.  Therefore, the 2000 gross difference and net difference rates for the E-sample
demonstrate a reduction in matching error from 1990.

• Overall, the 2000 P-sample relative difference rate for matches is -0.21 percent and the
2000 E-sample relative difference rate for correct enumerations is 0.11 percent.   The
2000 relative difference rate for matches is similar to the 1990 rate (-0.18 percent).  The
2000 relative difference rate for correct enumerations shows a reduction from the 1990
rate (0.57 percent).

• In 1990, the relative difference rate for matches by the 1990 Evaluation Poststratum
groups ranged from -1.38 to 0.46 percent, whereas in 2000 the rate ranged from -0.74 to
0.16 percent by the Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum groups.  The relative difference
rate for correct enumerations ranged from -0.54 to 1.08 percent in 1990, and in 2000 the
rate ranged from -0.04 to 0.92 percent.  In comparing the ranges of relative difference
rates for matches and correct enumeration rates by evaluation poststratum groups, we
again find a reduction in matching error from 1990 to 2000.

How does matching error affect the 2000 Dual System Estimates?

The national production dual system estimate was significantly higher (by 483,938 with a
standard error of 92,877) due to matching error.

At the Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum level, matching error inflated the production dual
system estimates in all but one of the sixteen groups.  However using a Bonferroni multiple
comparison test, the production dual system estimates were only significantly higher due to
matching error in two of the sixteen Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum groups: 8 and 14
(Non-minority - Non-owner - Large or Medium MSA - MO-MB - high Return Rate and
Minority - Non-owner - Large or Medium MSA - MO-MB - high Return Rate).  These
poststratum groups comprise approximately 16 percent of the population.

In addition, the components of the dual system estimate affected by matching error, the match
rate and the correct enumeration rate were in agreement with these outcomes:

• Using the multiple comparison test, matching error significantly decreased the production
match rates in two Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum groups: 8 and 14.  Further, the
national production match rate was significantly lower.  This would falsely increase the
production dual system estimate for these two groups and at the national level (holding
all other errors constant).

• Using the multiple comparison test, matching error had no significant effect on the
correct enumeration rates for any poststrata.  Further, the national production correct
enumeration rate was not significantly different due to matching error.

Were there clerical errors in identifying duplicates in the A.C.E. search area?
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There were only minor errors in the coding of duplicates.  The results that support this
finding are:

• Of the P-sample duplicates production identified (1584), 2.4 percent were false
duplicates which inaccurately increased the total number of production “remove from P-
sample” cases.  Of the duplicates the Matching Error Study identified (1601), 3.3 percent
were missed by production which inaccurately diminished the total number of production
“remove from P-sample” cases.

• Of the E-sample duplicates production identified (1504), 3.5 percent were false
duplicates which inaccurately increased the total number of production erroneous
enumerations.  Of the duplicates the Matching Error Study identified (1526), 5.2 percent
were missed by production which inaccurately diminished the total number of production
erroneous enumerations.

The Matching Error Study only examined the clerical identification of duplicate cases in the
universe defined for production.



1The evaluation sample consists of 2259 clusters, which is approximately a fifth of the
A.C.E. clusters. (Keathley, 2001)

2For the Dress Rehearsal ICM, the Bureau planned to QA only a portion of the work, but
logistical concerns necessitated a 100 percent QA.  For the A.C.E. 2000, the QA of the clerk’s
(the lowest level matcher’s) work was done on a sample basis once the clerk reached a specified
level of proficiency.  The sample QA involved a dependent rematch on 1/3 of the clerk’s work. 
In addition, cases meeting special “must do” criteria were reviewed.  (Byrne, 2001)
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1.  BACKGROUND

1.1 What questions does this report answer?

This report answers three questions:

• Was there a reduction in matching error in the 2000 Accuracy and Coverage Evaluation
(A.C.E.) compared to the 1990 Post Enumeration Survey (PES)?

• How does matching error affect the 2000 Dual System Estimates (DSEs)?
• Were there clerical errors in identifying duplicates in the A.C.E. search area?

1.2 What is the Matching Error Study?

A potential source of error in the A.C.E. coverage estimates is a matching operation which
determined whether the respondents in the population sample (P-sample) were enumerated in the
census and whether the enumerations in the enumeration sample (E-sample) were correct.  In
preparing for 2000, the A.C.E. planners put much effort into improving the person matching
process from 1990.  These improvements include: completing all matching in one location,
utilizing a computer system in the clerical matching process, targeting the surrounding block
search area, and automating the quality assurance process.  Therefore, one of the assumptions
made for the Executive Steering Committee for A.C.E. Policy I analyses was that the matching
in 2000 would be more accurate than in 1990.  To evaluate this source of nonsampling error, the
Matching Error Study (MES) conducted an independent rematch in A.C.E. block clusters
selected for the evaluation sample1.

1.3 What have previous matching error studies found?

The Census Bureau conducted a Matching Error Study for the Census 2000 Dress Rehearsal
Integrated Coverage Measurement (ICM) and for the 1990 Post Enumeration Survey (PES).  The
MES for the Census 2000 Dress Rehearsal was unable to measure significant matching error,
presumably because there was a 100 percent quality assurance (QA) during the ICM2.  The
match code discrepancy rates (which represent the magnitude of the difference between the
person-level ICM and MES matching) for both the P-sample and E-sample were less than one
percent in all sites.
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The 1990 MES found that the PES generally tended to overestimate the P-sample nonmatches,
especially when matching Central City, Minority persons.  The magnitude of the biases in the
population sizes due to matching error by evaluation poststratum (based on region, urbanicity,
and minority status) ranged from approximately 0.7% to 1.3%.  Of particular concern,
nonmatches for Blacks were overestimated by about 4.5% (which equated to an approximately
0.7% positive bias in the total Black population).  (Davis and Biemer, 1991a)  The erroneous
enumerations, on the other hand, were underestimated by about 5% for nonminorities (resulting
in a positive bias in the overall population of about 0.25%).  (Davis and Biemer, 1991b)

1.4 How are the Matching Error Study and Measurement Error Reinterview
related?

The Coverage Measurement Evaluation Staff will conduct a Total Error Analysis (P5) to
evaluate several sources of error in the A.C.E. survey.  One of the components of the Total Error
Model is measurement error bias due to processing and data collection errors.  The MES and
Measurement Error Reinterview (MER) are designed to isolate these two pieces of the
measurement error bias.  The MES assesses processing error (in the clerical matching process)
using the rematching operation and the MER assesses data collection error using the Evaluation
Followup (EFU) interview.  The MES uses the same data as production, but seeks to eliminate
matching error.  The MER, on the other hand, collects additional data in an attempt to eliminate
data collection error, but does not “fix” matching error.

 2.  METHODS

Production person matching used three levels of matchers: clerks, technicians, and analysts.  The
MES rematch, on the other hand, utilized only the two highest levels of matchers (technicians
and analysts).  For the MES rematch, the matchers began from scratch (i.e., did not have access
to the production matching results) and used the same procedures as production matching.  After
the rematch if the production and the rematch matchers disagreed, another matcher reconciled
the difference (the reconciliation phase used only the analysts, the most highly trained matching
personnel).  In the reconciliation phase, the analyst looked at the production and rematch results
and then decided what the true matching result should be.

The results of the study are based on the assumption that agreement of two matchers along with
the reconciliation of conflicting match codes yields match results that are as close to truth as
possible under the limitations of the evaluation.  Another important assumption of the MES is
that the production matching and evaluation rematching operations are independent. 



3MES matchers did not work clusters they worked during production.  However, parts of
the production After Followup matching were done in a batch phase where cases were worked as
they came in from the field and not altogether as a cluster.  The MES did not restrict users from
working cases they worked in the batch phase, but any memory effect would be very minimal.

4Discrepant results are errors that do not include honest mistakes made by the
interviewers or respondents and could be falsification, but the amount is uncertain.
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"Independent" means that the MES matchers did not work clusters they worked during A.C.E.
production3 and did not have access to the A.C.E. production match codes during the rematch
phase (i.e., the match code assignments made by the matchers during the MES rematch were not
influenced by production matching).

3.  LIMITS

A limitation to this study involves the assumption of independence between the production
matching and the evaluation rematching operations.  The matching technicians and analysts are
involved in production matching, as well as being used exclusively for evaluation matching. 
Although different matchers must be used to rematch a given case, matchers often discuss
difficult cases with others in the group.  This challenges the independence assumption for an
undetermined portion of the cases.  The lack of independence could lead to an underestimate of
the actual level of matching error.  However, due to the large size of the A.C.E. and evaluation
samples, memory of cases should be minimal.

4.  RESULTS

4.1 Was there a reduction in matching error in the 2000 A.C.E. compared to the
1990 PES?

4.1.1 What are the differences in matching between production and MES at the national
level?

To compute match probabilities for the P-sample, the A.C.E. collapses the detailed match codes
into the following match status classifications: match, nonmatch, unresolved, or remove from P-
sample. (Childers, 2001)  “Match” means the P-sample case matched a census enumeration.  If
there is no match for the P-sample case, then it is a “nonmatch”.  “Remove from P-sample”
means the person is in a housing unit that was geocoded to the cluster in error, a nonresident of
the cluster on Census Day, a duplicate of another P-sample person, or discrepant4.  A P-sample
case is “unresolved” if the match status cannot be resolved or the case has insufficient
information for matching.  In the estimation stage, the unresolved cases receive an imputed
match probability.



5See Appendix A for the 2000 unweighted comparison of match status for the P-sample.
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Table 1a is the 2000 comparison of the P-sample production match status classifications with
those from MES.  The table presents data weighted to the national level.  Standard errors are
presented in parenthesis underneath the estimates.

Table 1a.  2000 Comparison of Production and MES Match Status for the P-sample5

Production
Results

MES Results

Match Nonmatch Remove Unresolved Total Percent

Match 240,436,019 105,281* 26,995* 66,496 240,634,791 89.96

(6,077,063) (21,267) (8,074) (14,044) (6,079,637)

Nonmatch 451,097* 20,507,741 119,286 26,193 21,104,317 7.89

(59,911) (680,409) (30,279) (6,680) (690,802)

Remove 216,311* 146,862 2,218,093 7,832 2,589,099 0.97

(38,434) (24,403) (239,223) (3,312) (257,297)

Unresolved 37,937 21,687 0 3,090,461 3,150,085 1.18

(12,614) (10,414) (0) (164,209) (166,439)

Total 241,141,364 20,781,571 2,364,374 3,190,983 267,478,292 100.00

(6,087,044) (684,064) (241,860) (165,263) (6,554,111)

Percent 90.15 7.77 0.88 1.19 100.00

* - See Section 4.1.2 for more details on differences between cells in the match row and in the
match column.

Table 1b is the 1990 comparison of the P-sample production match status classifications with
those from MES.  (Davis and Biemer, 1991a)



6Some of the gross differences reflect differences in identifying which record was the
primary in a duplicate/primary pair.  That is, production found the same duplicate/primary pair
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Table 1b.  1990 Comparison of Production and MES Match Status for the P-sample

Production
Results

MES Results

Match Nonmatch Remove Unresolved Total Percent

Match 218,476,178 245,551 269,344 252,816 219,243,889 91.10

(9,175,999) (60,897) (59,875) (84,415) (9,208,243) 

Nonmatch 678,189 16,016,878 159,302 549,876 17,404,245 7.23

(125,668) (1,249,316) (49,639) (93,699) (1,289,655) 

Remove* 0 0 0 0 0 0.00

(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 

Unresolved 491,990 801,471 292,197 2,417,440 4,003,097 1.66

(81,867) (130,560) (73,429) (207,416) (308,238) 

Total 219,646,357 17,063,899 720,843 3,220,132 240,651,231 100.00

(9,203,182) (1,290,031) (131,698) (269,847) (10,059,221) 

Percent 91.27 7.09 0.30 1.34 100.00

* - In 1990, estimates for production remove were always zero since the cases did not have
weights.

Table 1c summarizes the data found in Tables 1a and 1b by giving the overall P-sample gross
difference and net difference rates for 1990 and 2000.  This gross difference rate is the
proportion of cases whose matching classifications were different for production and MES.  The
net difference rate is the sum of the absolute differences between the production and MES totals
for each category divided by the population total.

Table 1c.  Gross Difference and Net Difference Rates for the P-sample

Gross Difference Rate Net Difference Rate

1990 1.55% 0.93%

2000 0.46% 0.41%

(0.04%) (0.06%)

Overall, the 1990 P-sample gross difference rate was 1.55 percent and the net difference rate was
0.93 percent.  In 2000, the P-sample gross difference is approximately 0.46 percent6 and the net



as MES, but picked the wrong person to be the primary according to the matching procedures. 
However, some of the matching procedures are “cosmetic” rules which do not really affect the
DSE process.  If all the differences between production and MES in these switched primary
cases were cosmetic, then the overall P-sample gross difference rate could be as low as 0.38
percent.  See Section 4.3 for more details on differences in identifying duplicates.
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difference is approximately 0.41 percent.  Therefore, the 2000 gross difference and net
difference rates for the P-sample demonstrate a reduction in matching error from 1990.  Further,
the 2000 pattern of changes, that is more matches and fewer nonmatches in the MES, is
consistent with the 1990 findings.

To calculate enumeration probabilities for the E-sample, the A.C.E. collapses the detailed match
codes into the following enumeration status classifications:  correct enumeration, erroneous
enumeration, or unresolved. (Childers, 2001)  “Correct enumeration” means the person is a
resident of the block cluster on Census day.  “Erroneous enumeration” means the person is in a
housing unit that was geocoded to the cluster in error, a nonresident of the cluster on Census
Day, a duplicate of another P-sample person, or discrepant.  In addition, E-sample cases which 
have insufficient information for matching are also erroneous enumerations.  E-sample cases are
“unresolved” if their residence status or match status cannot be resolved.  In the estimation stage,
the unresolved cases receive an imputed enumeration probability.

Table 2a is the 2000 comparison of the E-sample production and MES enumeration status
classifications.  The table presents data weighted to the national level.  



7See Appendix A for the 2000 unweighted comparison of enumeration status for the E-
sample.
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Table 2a. 2000 Comparison of Production and MES Enumeration Status for the E-sample7

Production
Results

MES Results

Correct
Enumeration

Erroneous
Enumeration

Unresolved Total Percent

Correct
Enumeration

250,509,005 363,054 364,858 251,236,917 93.49

(6,187,926) (43,618) (82,384) (6,195,998)

Erroneous
Enumeration

321,185 10,061,330 250,210 10,632,724 3.96

(39,124) (364,291) (32,572) (374,247)

Unresolved 133,779 236,263 6,499,708 6,869,750 2.56

(20,028) (40,041) (487,748) (492,644)

Total 250,963,969 10,660,647 7,114,776 268,739,391 100.00

(6,193,270) (378,339) (518,992) (6,486,545)

Percent 93.39 3.97 2.65 100.00

Table 2b is the 1990 comparison of the E-sample production and MES enumeration status
classifications.  (Davis and Biemer, 1991b)



8Some of the gross differences reflect differences in identifying which record was the
primary in a duplicate/primary pair.  That is, production found the same duplicate/primary pair
as MES, but picked the wrong person to be the primary according to the matching procedures. 
However, some of the matching procedures are “cosmetic” rules which do not really affect the
DSE process.  If all the differences between production and MES in these switched primary
cases were cosmetic, then the overall E-sample gross difference rate could be as low as 0.52
percent.  See Section 4.3 for more details on differences in identifying duplicates.
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Table 2b.  1990 Comparison of Production and MES Enumeration Status for the E-sample

Production
Results

MES Results

Correct
Enumeration

Erroneous
Enumeration

Unresolved Total Percent

Correct
Enumeration

225,528,071 1,620,295 1,564,489 228,712,855 93.66

(9,562,390) (209,666) (612,654) (9,651,682) 

Erroneous
Enumeration

1,002,013 11,244,969 363,118 12,610,101 5.16

(163,328) (791,646) (69,501) (885,229) 

Unresolved 877,458 240,630 1,759,871 2,877,959 1.18

(261,219) (55,369) (248,142) (454,430) 

Total 227,407,542 13,105,894 3,687,478 244,200,914 100.00

(9,664,821) (889,890) (693,983) (45,958,612) 

Percent 93.12 5.37 1.51 100.00

Table 2c summarizes the data found in Tables 2a and 2b by giving the overall E-sample gross
difference and net difference rates for 1990 and 2000.

Table 2c.  Gross Difference and Net Difference Rates for the E-sample

Gross Difference Rate Net Difference Rate

1990 2.32% 1.07%

2000 0.62% 0.20%

(0.05%) (0.07%)

Overall, the 1990 E-sample gross difference rate was 2.32 percent and the net difference rate was
1.07 percent.  In 2000, the E-sample gross difference is approximately 0.62 percent8 and the net
difference is approximately 0.20 percent.  Therefore, the 2000 gross difference and net
difference rates for the E-sample demonstrate a reduction in matching error from 1990.  Further,
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the 2000 pattern of changes, that is fewer correct enumerations and more erroneous
enumerations in the MES, is consistent with the 1990 findings.

4.1.2 Why are there differences between cells in the match row and in the match
column?

Overall, the gross difference and net difference rates are less than one percent.  However, if you
compare individual cells within Table 1a, you will note some differences between the match row
and match column.  The match to remove cell (cases that production identified as a “match” but
MES said were “remove from P-sample”) is only about 12.5 percent of the size of its
complement, the remove to match cell (26,995 versus 216,311).  Further, the match to nonmatch
cell (cases that production identified as a “match” but MES said were a “nonmatch”) is only
about 23.3 percent of the size of its complement, the nonmatch to match cell (105,281 versus
451,097).

Table 3a presents unweighted data to examine the match/remove difference and how it is
affected by whole household removes (cases in households where all the data defined people
were identified as “remove from P-sample”, RP).

Table 3a.  2000 Unweighted Match to Remove Versus Remove to Match

Production Matches N % MES Matches N %

Match to Remove 132 100.0 Remove to Match 142 100.0

MES Whole HH RP 109 82.6

MES Partial HH RP 23 17.4

Although the weighted difference between the match to remove and the remove to match cells
was large (26,995 versus 216,311), the unweighted cell counts are close (132 versus 142).  The
MES noninterview adjustment is one factor in the MES weight.  For cases identified as whole
household removes, the noninterview adjustment is zero and thus the weight is zero. 
Approximately 82.6 percent of the match to remove cases are whole household removes
according to MES and therefore would have a zero MES noninterview adjustment and thus a
zero MES weight.  By contrast, all of the remove to match cases have nonzero MES
noninterview adjustments (because they are matches according to MES).  Therefore, the
difference between the match to remove and the remove to match cells in Table 1a is mostly due
to weighting.

Table 3b presents unweighted data to examine the match/nonmatch difference and how it is
affected by errors in matches to the surrounding block (SB) search area.



9The matching procedures for the surrounding block search area contained several
complexities which made this type of matching more difficult. (Childers, 2001)
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Table 3b.  2000 Unweighted Match to Nonmatch Versus Nonmatch to Match

Production Matches N % MES Matches N %

Match to Nonmatch 80 100.0 Nonmatch to Match 319 100.0

False Match to SB 11 13.8 Missed Match to SB 91 28.5

False Match within Cluster 69 86.2 Missed Match within Cluster 228 71.5

The weighted difference between the match to nonmatch and the nonmatch to match cells
(105,281 versus 451,097) still appears in the unweighted data (80 versus 319).  One type of error
that contributed to this difference was error in matches to the surrounding block search area9. 
About 28.5 percent of the nonmatch to match cell was due to missed matches to the surrounding
block (91 cases), whereas 13.8 percent of the match to nonmatch cell was due to false matches to
the surrounding block (11 cases).

4.1.3 What is the relative error associated with the matching at the national level?

A goal of the MES is to evaluate the relative error in the number of P-sample matches (M) and in
the number of E-sample correct enumerations (CE).  The bias in the number of matches has an
inverse relationship with the bias in the dual system estimates (DSEs).  The bias in the number of
correct enumerations, however, has a direct relationship with the bias in the DSEs.  The MES is
assumed to produce results closer to the true match results, therefore the biases in the M and CE
terms are the expected values of the net difference between production and MES.  In other
words, the biases in M and CE, respectively, are

B(M) = E(MP - MM)
and

B(CE) = E(CEP - CEM)
where
MP = the weighted matches from production matching
MM = the weighted matches from the MES
CEP = the weighted correct enumerations in the E-sample from production matching
CEM = the weighted correct enumerations in the E-sample from the MES

The relative difference rate (RDR) is defined as RDR = (production - rematch) / rematch.  Thus,
the RDR(M) and RDR(CE), respectively, are
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RDR(M) =
M M

M
and

RDR(CE) =
CE CE

CE

P M

M

P M

M

−

−

Since the numerator of the RDR is an estimator of the bias, the RDR is an estimate of the relative
bias.  Table 4 presents the RDR(M) and RDR(CE) for both 1990 and 2000.

Note: In 1990, the relative difference rates were calculated using the data in Tables 1b and 2b,
which do not reflect imputation of match or enumeration probabilities for unresolved cases.  To
make the 2000 rates comparable, they are also computed using data which do not reflect
imputation for unresolved cases (data from Tables 1a and 2a). During the estimation stage, a
portion of the P-sample unresolved cases contribute to the total number of matches and a portion
of the E-sample unresolved cases contribute to the total number of correct enumerations.

Table 4.  Relative Difference Rates

RDR(M) RDR(CE)

1990 -0.18% 0.57%

2000 -0.21% 0.11%

(0.03%) (0.04%)

Overall, the 2000 P-sample RDR(M) is approximately -0.21 percent and the 2000 E-sample
RDR(CE) is approximately 0.11 percent.   The 2000 overall RDR(M) is similar to the 1990 rate
(-0.18 percent). (Davis and Biemer, 1991a)  The 2000 overall RDR(CE) shows a reduction from
the 1990 RDR(CE), which was 0.57 percent. (Davis and Biemer, 1991b) 

4.1.4 What is the relative error associated with the matching at the poststratum level?

Table 5a defines 16 Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum groups.

Table 5a.  2000 Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum Group Definitions
Preliminary
Evaluation

Poststratum
Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum Group Definition

1 Non-minority - Owner - Large and Medium MSA - MO-MB - NE,MW - high Return Rate
2 Non-minority - Owner - Large and Medium MSA - MO-MB - S,W - high Return Rate 



Preliminary
Evaluation

Poststratum
Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum Group Definition

12

3 Non-minority - Owner - Large and Medium MSA - MO-MB - NE,MW - low Return Rate
4 Non-minority - Owner - Large and Medium MSA - MO-MB - S,W - low Return Rate
5 Non-minority - Owner - Small MSA and Non-MSA - MO-MB - high Return Rate
6 Non-minority - Owner - Small MSA and Non-MSA - MO-MB - low Return Rate
7 Non-minority - Owner - All other TEAs

8 Non-minority - Non-owner - Large or Medium MSA - MO-MB - high Return Rate
9 Non-minority - Non-owner - Large or Medium MSA - MO-MB - low Return Rate

10 Non-minority - Non-owner - Small MSA & Non-MSA - MO-MB - All other TEAs

11 Minority - Owner - Large and Medium MSA - MO-MB - high Return Rate
12 Minority - Owner - Large and Medium MSA - MO-MB - low Return Rate
13 Minority - Owner - All other TEAs

14 Minority - Non-owner - Large or Medium MSA - MO-MB - high Return Rate
15 Minority - Non-owner - Large or Medium MSA - MO-MB - low Return Rate
16 Minority - Non-owner - All other TEAs

Table 5b shows the RDR(M) and RDR(CE) for each of the 16 Preliminary Evaluation
Poststratum groups.  The table presents data weighted to the national level.

Table 5b.  2000 Relative Difference Rates by 
Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum Group

Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

RDR(M)
%

RDR(CE)
%

1 -0.19 -0.02

(0.10) (0.05)

2 -0.13 0.05

(0.06) (0.06)

3 -0.22 0.20

(0.17) (0.10)

4 0.16 -0.04

(0.10) (0.11)

5 -0.14 0.01



Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

RDR(M)
%

RDR(CE)
%

13

(0.10) (0.05)

6 -0.74 -0.03

(0.51) (0.12)

7 0.00 0.08

(0.04) (0.04)

8 -0.35 0.12

(0.14) (0.08)

9 -0.38 0.14

(0.21) (0.32)

10 -0.04 0.26

(0.08) (0.15)

11 -0.22 0.15

(0.09) (0.09)

12 -0.67 0.36

(0.32) (0.20)

13 -0.10 0.12

(0.18) (0.14)

14 -0.51 0.06

(0.13) (0.09)

15 -0.26 0.92

(0.12) (0.82)

16 -0.68 0.32

(0.27) (0.25)

At the Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum group level, the relative difference rates for matches
and correct enumerations are all less than one percent in absolute magnitude.

Although the 1990 Evaluation Poststratum groups were defined differently than the 2000
Preliminary Poststratum groups, looking at the 1990 relative difference rate by poststratum
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would still give an idea of an expected range.  Table 5c presents the RDR ranges for 1990 and
2000.  (Davis and Biemer, 1991a and 1991b)

Table 5c.  Range of Relative Difference Rates by Poststratum Groups

RDR(M) RDR(CE)

Low High Low High

1990 -1.38% 0.46% -0.54% 1.08%

2000 -0.74% 0.16% -0.04% 0.92%

In 1990, the RDR(M) by the 1990 Evaluation Poststratum groups ranged from -1.38 to 0.46
percent, whereas in 2000 the RDR(M) ranged from -0.74 to 0.16 percent by the Preliminary
Evaluation Poststratum groups.  The RDR(CE) ranged from -0.54 to 1.08 percent in 1990, and in
2000 the RDR(CE) ranged from -0.04 to 0.92 percent.  In comparing the ranges of relative
difference rates for matches and correct enumeration rates by evaluation poststratum groups, we
again find a reduction in matching error from 1990 to 2000.

4.2 How does matching error affect the 2000 Dual System Estimates?

The dual system estimator (DSE) is

( )
( )DSE =

DD
CE
N

M
N

DD
CE Rate

Match Rate
E

P









= 





where
DSE = the dual system estimate of the population in housing units on Census Day
DD = census data-defined persons eligible and available for A.C.E. matching
CE = the weighted estimate of correct enumerations in the E-sample
NE = the weighted estimate of E-sample people
M = the weighted estimate of matches in the P-sample
NP = the weighted estimate of P-sample people

DD is a census count which is not affected by matching.  Therefore, the effect of matching error
on the DSE will be reflected in the error in the ratio of CE rate to match rate.



10In Section 4.2 “production” refers to the baseline.  Baseline estimates use production
data for just the evaluation sample.

11See Appendix B for the match rate components, M and NP.
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Table 6 presents the production10 and MES match rates for each of the Preliminary Evaluation
Poststratum groups.  It also gives the difference between the production and MES rates and the
p-value corresponding to the null hypothesis that the difference is zero.  The final column in the
table indicates whether the production and MES rates are significantly different at α=0.10.  The
table presents data weighted to the national level.

Note: The calculations below use data which reflect imputation of match probabilities for the
unresolved cases. Therefore, some of the unresolved cases in Table 1a contributed to the total
number of matches. 

Table 6.  2000 Match Rates by Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum Group11

Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Match Rate

Production % MES % Difference % P-value Sig?

1 95.86 96.06 -0.20 0.03 T

(0.59) (0.59) (0.09) 

2 95.38 95.40 -0.02 0.67

(0.37) (0.36) (0.05) 

3 92.75 93.04 -0.29 0.09 T

(1.21) (1.20) (0.17) 

4 91.24 91.15 0.09 0.15

(1.19) (1.19) (0.06) 

5 95.62 95.71 -0.09 0.32

(0.62) (0.62) (0.09) 

6 91.51 92.01 -0.50 0.07 T

(1.70) (1.62) (0.28) 

7 92.78 92.86 -0.07 0.31

(0.77) (0.77) (0.07) 

8 90.18 90.38 -0.20 0.00 T



Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Match Rate

Production % MES % Difference % P-value Sig?

12If a Bonferroni multiple comparison test is used with α* = 0.10/16 . 0.006, then the
only poststratum groups with significant differences in match rates are 8 and 14.
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(0.69) (0.69) (0.07) 

9 86.80 87.13 -0.33 0.04 T

(1.09) (1.06) (0.16) 

10 88.73 88.77 -0.04 0.46

(0.73) (0.73) (0.05) 

11 91.26 91.28 -0.02 0.82

(0.53) (0.52) (0.08) 

12 87.92 88.06 -0.14 0.44

(1.07) (1.07) (0.18) 

13 90.34 90.23 0.10 0.62

(1.06) (1.07) (0.21) 

14 86.75 87.10 -0.35 0.00 T

(0.68) (0.66) (0.12) 

15 83.24 83.36 -0.12 0.30

(1.06) (1.03) (0.11) 

16 85.43 85.77 -0.34 0.12

(1.03) (1.01) (0.22) 

National 91.87 92.00 -0.13 0.00 T

(0.22) (0.22) (0.03) 

Matching error significantly decreased the production match rates in six Preliminary Evaluation
Poststratum groups: 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, and 14.12  Further, the national production match rate was
significantly lower.  This would falsely increase the production DSE for these six groups and at
the national level (holding all other errors constant).  Considering P-sample matching error only
(i.e., matching error in the match rate), the national production DSE was overstated by 385,152
(with a standard error of 83,608).



13See Appendix B for the correct enumeration rate components, CE and NE.
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Table 7 presents the production and MES correct enumeration rates for each of the Preliminary
Evaluation Poststratum groups.  It also gives the difference between the production and MES
rates and the p-value corresponding to the null hypothesis that the difference is zero.  The final
column in the table indicates whether the production and MES rates are significantly different at
α=0.10.  The table presents data weighted to the national level.

Note: The calculations below use data which reflect imputation of enumeration probabilities for
the unresolved cases. Therefore, some of the unresolved cases in Table 2a contributed to the total
number of correct enumerations. 

Table 7. 2000 Correct Enumeration Rates by Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum Group13

Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Correct Enumeration Rate

Production % MES % Difference % P-value Sig?

1 97.55 97.59 -0.04 0.41

(0.30) (0.30) (0.05) 

2 96.80 96.77 0.03 0.55

(0.36) (0.37) (0.05) 

3 95.00 94.85 0.15 0.12

(0.86) (0.88) (0.10) 

4 95.88 95.95 -0.08 0.42

(0.57) (0.52) (0.10) 

5 97.25 97.24 0.01 0.89

(0.37) (0.37) (0.06) 

6 95.43 95.45 -0.02 0.85

(0.94) (0.95) (0.10) 

7 96.16 96.07 0.09 0.07 T

(0.29) (0.29) (0.05) 

8 93.43 93.34 0.10 0.04 T

(0.58) (0.58) (0.05) 

9 92.19 92.38 -0.19 0.39



Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Correct Enumeration Rate

Production % MES % Difference % P-value Sig?

14If a Bonferroni multiple comparison test is used with α* = 0.10/16 . 0.006, then no
poststratum groups have significant differences in correct enumeration rates.
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(0.72) (0.69) (0.22) 

10 93.73 93.69 0.04 0.65

(0.45) (0.46) (0.09) 

11 95.85 95.73 0.12 0.14

(0.37) (0.39) (0.08) 

12 92.66 92.45 0.21 0.22

(0.86) (0.91) (0.17) 

13 95.23 94.97 0.26 0.37

(0.52) (0.61) (0.29) 

14 92.82 92.78 0.04 0.62

(0.43) (0.44) (0.08) 

15 90.65 90.77 -0.11 0.40

(0.84) (0.83) (0.13) 

16 92.62 92.74 -0.11 0.38

(0.61) (0.63) (0.13) 

National 95.40 95.36 0.03 0.11

(0.14) (0.14) (0.02) 

Matching error significantly increased the production correct enumeration rates in two
Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum groups: 7 and 8.14  This would falsely increase the
production DSE for these two groups (holding all other errors constant).  Considering E-sample
matching error only (i.e., matching error in the correct enumeration rate), the national production
DSE was overstated by 98,925  (with a standard error of 61,388).

Table 8 presents the production and MES ratios of CE rate to match rate for each of the
Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum groups.  It also gives the difference between the production
and MES ratios and the p-value corresponding to the null hypothesis that the difference is zero. 



15See Appendix B for the DSEs.
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The final column in the table indicates whether these production and MES ratios are significantly
different for α=0.10.  The table presents data weighted to the national level.

Table 8.  2000 Ratios of Correct Enumeration Rate to Match Rate by Preliminary
Evaluation Poststratum Group15

Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Ratio of CE Rate to Match Rate

Production MES Difference P-value Sig?

1 1.0177 1.0160 0.0017 0.06 T

(0.0069) (0.0069) (0.0009)

2 1.0149 1.0143 0.0005 0.40

(0.0039) (0.0038) (0.0006)

3 1.0243 1.0195 0.0048 0.03 T

(0.0110) (0.0113) (0.0022)

4 1.0508 1.0527 -0.0019 0.21

(0.0134) (0.0132) (0.0015)

5 1.0170 1.0160 0.0011 0.31

(0.0071) (0.0071) (0.0011)

6 1.0428 1.0374 0.0054 0.11

(0.0205) (0.0197) (0.0034)

7 1.0364 1.0346 0.0018 0.05 T

(0.0087) (0.0086) (0.0009)

8 1.0361 1.0327 0.0034 0.00 T

(0.0085) (0.0085) (0.0009)

9 1.0621 1.0603 0.0019 0.47

(0.0125) (0.0119) (0.0026)

10 1.0563 1.0554 0.0009 0.42

(0.0085) (0.0085) (0.0011)

11 1.0503 1.0488 0.0015 0.22

(0.0064) (0.0065) (0.0013)



Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Ratio of CE Rate to Match Rate

Production MES Difference P-value Sig?

16If a Bonferroni multiple comparison test is used with α* = 0.10/16 . 0.006, then the
only poststratum groups with significant differences in DSEs are 8 and 14.

17The three estimates of the increase in the national production DSE (P-sample error only,
E-sample error only, and combined effect) are based on ratio estimators.  Therefore, the increase
due to the combined effect is not exactly equal to the sum of the increases due to P-sample error
only and E-sample error only.
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12 1.0540 1.0499 0.0041 0.13

(0.0150) (0.0150) (0.0027)

13 1.0542 1.0525 0.0017 0.67

(0.0125) (0.0127) (0.0040)

14 1.0700 1.0653 0.0047 0.00 T

(0.0086) (0.0084) (0.0016)

15 1.0891 1.0889 0.0002 0.93

(0.0142) (0.0139) (0.0023)

16 1.0841 1.0812 0.0030 0.34

(0.0131) (0.0128) (0.0031)

National 1.0383 1.0365 0.0018 0.00 T

(0.0024) (0.0024) (0.0004)

The ratio of CE rate to match rate demonstrates the combined effect of matching error in the
match rate and correct enumeration rate.  The error in this ratio reflects the effect of matching
error on the DSE.  Matching error significantly inflated the production DSEs in five Preliminary
Evaluation Poststratum groups: 1, 3, 7, 8, and 14.16  Further, the national production DSE was
significantly higher due to matching error.  Considering the combined effect of P- and E-sample
matching error, the national production DSE was 483,938 higher17 (with a standard error of 92,877)
than the MES DSE (see Table B3).

4.3 Were there clerical errors in identifying duplicates in the A.C.E. search area?

Note:  The MES only examined the clerical identification of duplicate cases in the universe
defined for production.
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Table 9 looks at the coding of P-sample duplicates, which are one type of “remove from P-
sample” (RP) match status classification.  The table presents unweighted data.  The production
and MES duplicates are broken down by whether or not the cases are production errors that
affect the total number of RP cases.  There are two types of production duplicate errors: 
production wrongly classified the case as a duplicate (false duplicate) or production failed to find
the duplicate altogether (missed duplicate).  There are three types of cases which fall into the “no
production error” category:  production and MES both identified the case as a duplicate (agree
completely), production found the duplicate/primary pair but picked the wrong person to be the
primary according to the matching procedures (agree, but switched primary), or production
classified the case as a duplicate when it should have been another type of “remove from P-
sample” case or vice versa (agree, but different type of RP).

Table 9.  2000 Comparison of Production and MES P-sample Duplicate Coding

Production Results N % MES Results N %

Total Duplicates 1584 100.0 Total Duplicates 1601 100.0

Production Error - 
False Duplicate

38 2.4 Production Error -
Missed Duplicate

52 3.3

No Production Error 1546 97.6 No Production Error 1549 96.7

Agree Completely 1419 89.6 Agree Completely 1419 88.6

Agree, but
Switched Primary

127 8.0 Agree, but
Switched Primary

127 7.9

Agree, but Different
Type of RP

0 0.0 Agree, but Different
Type of RP

3 0.2

Of the P-sample duplicates production identified, approximately 2.4 percent were false
duplicates which inaccurately increased the total number of production “remove from P-sample”
cases.  Of the duplicates MES identified, approximately 3.3 percent were missed by production
which inaccurately diminished the total number of production RP cases.

Note:  Cases which fall into the switched primary category appear in Table 1a as a gross error,
because production is a remove and MES is a match, nonmatch, or unresolved match status (or
vice versa).  However, these differences are not an error when looking at the overall production
or MES totals of any of the match status categories, because in terms of the net they balance
themselves out.  There could also be concern that switching of the primary could cause changes
at the poststratum-level if the duplicate and primary are in different poststratum groups. 
However, there were few cases which could cause a change in poststratum groups and these
cases do not appear to change any of the conclusions regarding the significance of differences in
match rates or DSEs in Section 4.2.
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Table 10 looks at the coding of E-sample duplicates, which are one type of “erroneous
enumeration” (EE) enumeration status classification.  The table presents unweighted data.  The
production and MES duplicates are broken down by whether or not the cases are production
errors that affect the total number of EE cases.  As with the P-sample, there are two types of
production duplicate errors: false duplicate or missed duplicate.  Again, there are three types of
cases which fall into the “no production error” category: agree completely; agree, but switched
primary; or agree, but different type of EE.

Table 10.  2000 Comparison of Production and MES E-sample Duplicate Coding

Production Results N % MES Results N %

Total Duplicates 1504 100.0 Total Duplicates 1526 100.0

Production Error - 
False Duplicate

52 3.5 Production Error -
Missed Duplicate

79 5.2

No Production Error 1452 96.5 No Production Error 1447 94.8

Agree Completely 1334 88.7 Agree Completely 1334 87.4

Agree, but
Switched Primary

93 6.2 Agree, but
Switched Primary

93 6.1

Agree, but Different
Type of EE

25 1.6 Agree, but Different
Type of EE

20 1.3

Of the E-sample duplicates production identified, approximately 3.5 percent were false
duplicates which inaccurately increased the total number of production “erroneous enumeration”
cases.  Of the duplicates MES identified, approximately 5.2 percent were missed by production
which inaccurately diminished the total number of production EE cases.

Note:  Cases which fall into the switched primary category appear in Table 2a as a gross error,
because production is an erroneous enumeration and MES is a correct enumeration or unresolved
enumeration status (or vice versa).  However, these differences are not an error when looking at
the overall production or MES totals of any of the enumeration status categories, because in
terms of the net they balance themselves out.  There could also be concern that switching of the
primary could cause changes at the poststratum-level if the duplicate and primary are in different
poststratum groups.  However, there were few cases which could cause a change in poststratum
groups and these cases do not appear to change any of the conclusions regarding the significance
of differences in correct enumeration rates or DSEs in Section 4.2.
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5.  CONCLUSIONS

In preparing for 2000, the A.C.E. planners put much effort into improving the person matching
process from 1990.  In 2000, all the matching was done in one location (while the matching in
1990 was done in seven processing offices throughout the country) which allowed for more
consistent training and supervision of the matchers.  In addition, the matchers used a computer
system to review and code the cases (whereas in 1990 all this was done on paper) which made
the matching process more efficient and allowed for built in checks and edits to improve data
quality.  Further, the searching in the surrounding block areas was targeted to clusters where
matches and duplicates were likely to be found outside the cluster (in 1990 these searches were
not targeted and there was anecdotal evidence that matchers did not bother to look in
surrounding blocks because they rarely found anything).  Another improvement for 2000 was in
the quality assurance area through the use of automated procedures to flag cases for review.

The reductions in matching error from 1990 to 2000, including the minimal duplicate coding
errors, provide evidence that the changes made from 1990 improved the quality of the A.C.E.
2000 matching process.

Even with these improvements, matching error inflated the national production dual system
estimate (by 483,938 with a standard error of 92,877) and therefore overstated the undercount
estimate (holding all other errors constant).  However, the adjustment decision should not be
based on this evaluation in isolation from other evaluations.
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APPENDIX A

Unweighted Comparisons of Matching Results

Table A1.  2000 Unweighted Comparison of Production and MES Match Status for the
P-sample

Production Results MES Results

Match Nonmatch Remove Unresolved Total

Match 129,786 80 132 56 130,054

Nonmatch 319 18,333 190 27 18,869

Remove 142 125 3,150 6 3,423

Unresolved 33 15 1 2,340 2,389

Total 130,280 18,553 3,473 2,429 154,735

Table A2.  2000 Unweighted Comparison of Production and MES Enumeration Status for
the E-sample

Production Results MES Results

Correct Enumeration Erroneous Enumeration Unresolved Total

Correct Enumeration 149,463 286 278 150,027

Erroneous Enumeration 241 9,924 204 10,369

Unresolved 185 216 6,321 6,722

Total 149,889 10,426 6,803 167,118
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APPENDIX B

COMPONENTS OF THE MATCH RATE AND CE RATE AND DSEs

Table B1.  2000 Match Rate Components by Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum Group

Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Baseline Results MES Results

M NP M NP

1 37,350,299 38,964,943 37,418,501 38,954,738

2 32,745,847 34,331,757 32,758,767 34,337,418

3 3,287,511 3,544,427 3,305,306 3,552,670

4 6,617,166 7,252,617 6,592,003 7,231,914

5 25,431,803 26,596,722 25,457,995 26,598,444

6 6,525,475 7,130,530 6,561,043 7,130,583

7 30,734,242 33,124,827 30,784,882 33,153,004

8 16,908,795 18,750,125 16,960,664 18,766,599

9 5,223,062 6,017,620 5,244,331 6,019,276

10 17,688,664 19,934,496 17,690,702 19,928,421

11 19,739,808 21,629,162 19,767,550 21,655,066

12 4,127,675 4,694,843 4,148,126 4,710,488

13 8,282,940 9,169,133 8,286,601 9,183,815

14 18,363,622 21,168,901 18,462,926 21,198,564

15 6,214,629 7,466,074 6,232,958 7,477,472

16 7,665,084 8,971,990 7,721,869 9,002,570
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Table B2.  2000 Correct Enumeration Rate Components by Preliminary Evaluation
Poststratum Group

Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Baseline Results MES Results

CE NE CE NE

1 37,205,708 38,139,126 37,220,109 38,139,126

2 33,637,605 34,749,855 33,627,642 34,749,855

3 3,255,879 3,427,076 3,250,704 3,427,076

4 6,380,273 6,654,664 6,386,009 6,655,230

5 26,404,055 27,151,244 26,407,117 27,156,961

6 7,198,170 7,542,513 7,199,532 7,542,513

7 32,248,508 33,537,935 32,219,002 33,537,935

8 16,531,590 17,693,220 16,514,083 17,693,220

9 5,499,810 5,965,837 5,512,237 5,967,158

10 17,938,142 19,138,181 17,928,956 19,136,878

11 21,096,433 22,008,718 21,069,850 22,008,718

12 4,953,749 5,345,943 4,944,326 5,347,959

13 8,858,422 9,301,933 8,833,834 9,301,933

14 19,580,572 21,095,511 19,572,886 21,096,013

15 7,310,354 8,063,939 7,319,353 8,063,939

16 8,257,137 8,914,878 8,267,215 8,914,878
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Table B3.  2000 Dual System Estimates by 
Preliminary Evaluation Poststratum Group

Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Baseline
DSEs

MES
DSEs

1 35,746,742 35,686,049

(243,836) (244,062)

2 31,274,891 31,258,450

(118,921) (117,041)

3 5,287,759 5,263,141

(56,986) (58,525)

4 8,486,858 8,501,847

(108,137) (106,322)

5 25,819,449 25,792,116

(181,188) (179,661)

6 6,331,024 6,297,941

(124,529) (119,500)

7 34,702,416 34,643,076

(291,442) (288,417)

8 20,124,301 20,059,120

(165,831) (165,273)

9 6,978,065 6,965,841

(81,870) (77,872)

10 19,411,699 19,394,933

(156,775) (156,194)

11 24,958,488 24,921,867

(151,234) (153,795)

12 5,253,452 5,233,021

(74,525) (75,003)



Preliminary
Evaluation
Poststratum

Baseline
DSEs

MES
DSEs

18The difference between the national baseline and MES DSEs is 483,938 with a standard
error of 92,877.
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13 9,830,531 9,814,605

(116,518) (118,091)

14 24,746,922 24,638,047

(198,077) (194,767)

15 7,611,245 7,609,805

(99,085) (97,009)

16 9,645,390 9,618,817

(116,723) (114,207)

National18 275,762,677 275,278,739

(636,435) (629,351)


